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This report is divided into sections which represent the
consecutive stages of the project. The writing combines com
mentary with unaltered material taken from an ongoing journal.
I have felt it more appropriate to place greater emphasis in
this report on my experiences as a photographer. Although I
have made judgements about my work, I expect the photographs,
by themselves, to provide the final word.
"The funny and sad thing is that
photography is an art,
but these guys have such an in
feriority complex about it that
all they do is tag on gold-plate
words where they aren't needed.
If they'd only let it talk for
itself"1
iGordon Parks, The Concerned Photographer 2 . (New York
Grossman Publishers, 1972).
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but what goes into a painting isn't just done while
you're painting."*
I've become very conscious of the direct and indirect
experiences that cumulatively shape the nature of my expressive
processes. The origins of my thesis are coincidental with my
taking up residence in N.Y.C. in July 1970.
Entranced with the City throughout my seven year stay in
Greenwich Village, I acquired a special attraction to the unique
urban, cosmopolitan character of N.Y.C. street life. I spent
a lot of time walking and mingling with the rich variety of
street life, exploring as many environments as possible. During
the first months I responded to these visual (and other) ex
periences through drawing and painting. In a few months, however,
through the influence of a new-found friend, I became interested
in photography. Drawing and painting were no longer adequate
for these circumstances .
I continued to discover, experience, and photograph street
life in all seasons and in nearly every area of the City for
the next seven years. My cumulative image of N.Y.C. has become
quite extensive, intricate and diverse.
OBJECTIVE
My thesis project will be a rather exotic extension of this
*Franz Kline
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interest in street photography. I want to photograph the phe
nomena which are peculiar to the street life in Greenwich
Village during a specific season and after dark:
Greenwich Village Street Life in the Summer After Dark
There are three technical problems that will significantly
affect the quality of my interpretive and expressive efforts.
One of these is the use of flash, which in certain circum
stances will be certain to create confrontations. Another is
the technical problem (s) of shooting under artificial light.
A third difficulty may be the printing of such material.
I wish to accomplish an interestingly informative and
entertaining view of Greenwich Village street life with its
characteristic nighttime social happenings . This will include
the colorful and variable interaction, the seasonal crowd of
"outsiders", and perhaps most important, a feeling for the
all-
pervasive rythmic atmosphere, sometimes charged and turbulent,
sometimes cool and mellow, but always exciting.
APPROACH
I will shoot my material throughout a series of visits
to N.Y.C. during the summer of 1979. My essential approach will
be in black and white, with hand-held 4x5 press camera.
Primary light will be produced with flashbulbs as well as elec
tronic flash. 35 mm equipment may also be used. Color may
enter in if felt important at a given time .
I plan to exhibit the work the first week in November, 19 79
GREENWICH VILLAGE STREET LIFE IN THE SUMMER AFTER DARK
(The Report)
PRESHQQTING -4-
I feel fortunate that I didn't have to contrive an idea
for my thesis project. I had developed an interest in after
dark flash photography around the same time I began thinking
about applying to graduate school . In fact , before I entered
RIT, I had already considered that Greenwich Village street
life, done after dark with flash, could be a good project.
I knew I was setting up a formidable task because my earliest
attempts at after dark flash on the streets were fraught with
negative confrontations. It was this conflict with people
that bothered me most. There was such a high incidence of
negative reaction during early attempts; some were potenti
ally dangerous. I soon acquired an exaggerated sense of cau
tion and hesitancy. I might never have pursued the idea much
further had I not had a thesis to do. Somehow I could never
separate the idea of such a project from my thesis. I was
busy making sketches (which later developed into my journal) ,
well before thinking about a proposal. During my first year
of school I wrote, on 5/10/7 8:
"Christopher Street:
Hear the music !
Feel the airi
Sense the Life !
Detect the motion! (sometimes
it's threatening & you must
keep your distance)
"
The presence of anxiety is clearly evident and it persisted
in varying degrees throughout the shooting. Technical and
aesthetic concerns were always married to this conflict.
Facing up to this trepidation became a crucial consideration
Preshooting , contd .
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as I neared the first shooting trip to N.Y.C.
Charles Werberig gave me some much needed help with the
problem during the first stages of each trip. He had experi
ence with my predisposition for enlarging on problems before
they happened. I previously had similar apprehensions about
shooting a street film documentary in N.Y.C, done as an inde
pendent study .
I would never be able to exactly predetermine people's
attitudes/reactions, my own responses, the weather, whatever.
The solution was to cease speculating. Now, he applied the
same psychology to the thesis shooting. Shortly after I began
the shooting, I reminisced in my journal:
"June 22, 1979: C.W. advice on preshooting anxiety
'Just get down there on location, and go with it. . . .
' "
Not exactly a magic device, but it did bridge the pre
shooting syndrome enough to get me on the scene.
SHOOTING -6-
I had arrived on location, at least, but in all my appre
hension had never guessed getting started would be so difficult.
I entered the following account two days after my first shooting
encounter.
"June 17th: First shooting expedition. Friday 15th,
first encounter. Anxiety ran very high leading up to trip
down and culminated seated on curb on Christopher St. ,
Sheridan Square. Here, I froze. Couldn't make a single
exposure. Anxiety had transformed into genuine fear.
All the people on the street seemed malevolent and sus
picious which made me afraid of their reactions should I
photograph them. This feeling was so heightened that I
actually began to believe that I might have to abandon
the entire project. I tried to collect myself and study
the quality of people
'
s attitudes , emotions , moods , to
determine if I was responding accurately or if the problem
was primarily in my head. I studied the pitch of con
versations, watching gestures and listening for clues
(pitch of voice) as to placement of moods of persons/
groups ; then tried to grasp the whole chorous , if there
was such a thing. I remembered that I was impressed in
the past, that there always seemed to exist at any given
time, a prevailing mood in G.V. At times, nearly every
one might seem light, capricious, gay. At other times
cranky, irritable, argumentative. Potential violence
could erupt during these irritable periods. I had seen
Shooting , contd .
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it happen in the middle
70'
s when attempting to photo
graph at night and finding it impossible . I decided to
cross the street to the Lion's Head to change the scene,
have a beer
, and try to think things out . I conversed
with an old acquaintance for about thirty minutes. Some
how this pause got me off the street and away from my
dilemma just long enough. When I returned to the street
to continue to assess the prevailing mood of people, I
determined my constraint was an attitude which originated
mostly in my head, and was projected on the people at
large . I was able to reevaluate and see that the mood
at that time was actually quite high and light people
were enjoying themselves and each other. I made a few
exposures, and quickly found there was very little negative
feedback. In fact, I became a somewhat capricious (but
alert) participant in the overall scene myself. I began
to experience a nervous, adventurous sort of exotic en
joyment in shooting. In this joyful condition shooting
went smoothly, naturally, spontaneously, and almost with
complete immunity. At times I seemed to have the blessing
of all those around me; a do-your-own-thing kind of appro
val which is always more noticeable in N.Y.C. At times
people actually thanked me for photographing them, a
phenomenon which I previously experienced only in small
towns or rural areas, but certainly never in
N.Y.C.11
Shooting , contd .
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Ironically, the most serious confrontation while shooting
occurred during the daytime,
"June 23rd: I thought I would accumulate some Diana
color material during the day, and was photographing some
guys playing basketball on the enclosed asphalt playground
on Greenwich Avenue. A clear, bright sunny day, about
2:00 P.M., my usual breakfast time. I made a few shots,
and sauntered across the street into Jeanne
'
s Patio. I
had just ordered, and was sipping my coffee, when I noticed
from the corner of my eye a figure, drawing up closely
toward my table from behind. One of the fellows playing
basketball. A lot larger than myself; but worse, notice
ably nervous, tense and disturbed. He asked me if I had
taken his picture. I replied that I wasn't sure, but that
I doubted it; a variation on one of my basic evasive
manuveurs. Variation number one, would have been more
appropriate; (no, I didn't take your photograph) . I
immediately cursed myself for not using it. In the next
instant, I could see it wouldn't have mattered anyway.
He was totally unimpressed by my reply. Inching closer
he informed me that I should never have taken his picture,
and that he was serious, and that he wanted the film. I
told him that I believed he was serious, remaining bland
and innocent as possible (variation on confrontational
composure invented for that particular moment). 'Calm
down, aren't you possibly overreacting a little
bit?'
Shooting , contd .
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He replied that he was calm, and that he was going to
have the film one way or the other. He appraised the
film at around two dollars (pretty informed I thought) ,
and asked very resolutely if that was enough. He tossed
the money on the table. I assured him it was, but was
he sure he wouldn't prefer the processed negative, or,
possibly he might like me to send him a print with the
negative. He said I had a funny sense of humor, now I
wanted his address! He was becoming too impatient for
comfort, and I decided I'd given it my best shot. One
more hesitation might set him off. I said, 'ok, if it
will make you feel better1, and began winding the film
thru. He said it would make him feel a lot better, and
informed me that some people had good reason not to want
to have their picture taken, 'you
know?'
I said, 'Yes,
I suppose so', and handed him the film. He backed away
saying he was sorry he had to do this, and hoped I didn't
have much on the film that I liked. I didn't which made
it easier. As he turned to leave I remarked after him,
to be careful not expose the roll to too much sunlight,
that he might enjoy having the roll processed to see what
was on it. He looked at me like I was crazy and walked
out the door. I resumed with breakfast thinking that
was the only film I had ever given up. The guy was very
convincing. I still believe
him."
Shooting , contd . -10
You get the impression you never really leave the streets
when you enter Washington Square Park. It is such an intimate
extension of its street surroundings, you walk in and out as
if it were one huge and intricate mall or promenade. No step
ping down or up to enter just one big horizontal shift into
its own unique reality. Suffice it to describe this reality
as extraordinary, diverse, intricate; on warm nights add lusty,
stoned, multi -rhythmic, high, everybody there , loose joints ,
ups , downs a totally unique carnival .
One night as I was passing through, it began raining. I
think the people who take refuge under the Arch are those who
have a long way to go to get home take it metaphorically as
well .
"June 24th: Caught this evening under Washington
Square Arch in the rain. A warm, wet night with seemingly
moderate mood. I was disgruntled at getting caught here.
Unable to photograph, I would not have shot there at that
time anyway. I was in the company of predominantly night
time park types regulars. I came out a bit alien in
their impromptu camp--mostly Blacks and Puerto Ricans.
Lots of pushers if the Arch had fallen in I think the
neighborhood would have been rid of its entire drug prob
lem. The air was laced with marijuana. I was white and
very privileged-looking, standing there with my expensive
camera rig. I knew what it was like to be the oppressor
symbol , different , standing out like a sore thumb . Things
Shooting , contd .
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went from caught, to trapped, as the rain was not going
to let up. Radios were playing the latest N.Y.C. street
and roller skate disco, always more stylish and first
hand in the City. Reefer was passing everywhere along
with the usual wine and beer, and occasional pints of
this and that. I bummed a cigarette from someone, and
a light. Some little kid gave me half a pack. Someone
offered me a drink from his can of beer. I had usually
appreciated this kind of familiarity and sometimes even
sensed a genuine sort of human generousity. But you are
never quite the same as they, no matter how brotherly and
down-to-earth you seem. Remember, you are the photographer,
the exploiter. In fact you exploit all their condition:
their ethnicity , their customs , their socio-economic
dilemma; their color, rhythms , looks , habits , dreams , and
fantasies. You may think you can participate as another
human being, and with a little honesty tempered with a
sense of survival, you might sometimes come close. But,
you are always the photographer. You always want something.
You give nothing in
return."
"Finally, I had to make (a) photograph. I was trapped,
but feeling good about it. The atmosphere was becoming
very mellow, all of us caught together with the warm rain
pouring down all around. We couldn't keep very dry under
the Arch, but it was the best we could do. Somehov; the
rain felt good, friendly. A wet-haired , blond , transient-




was playing some blues riffs on a har
monica. A lean one-eyed brother began connecting a mi
crophone to his radio/tape unit. The age of mere portable
radios has passed. Now the units are bigger than a large
briefcase, with at least two eight inch speakers, and
multi-modal. Some complain that this ubiquitous street
music is an invasion of their privacy. I (usually) like
the way it pulsates such complex, sophisticated, often
overlapping rhythms. It is a love for music, and dancing.
But--behind this compulsive clutching of portable radios
I have sensed a certain restlessness, and a nagging lone
liness.
"
"By the time One-Eye was ready to entertain, I had
decided to use him as a device to photograph the scene.
I had to discover what I could get away with. He began
singing through his radio speakers. I was a little stunned.
He performed songs like: Singing In The Rain, Raindrops
Keep Falling On My Head, April Showers , and other songs
with rain as the theme. He knew every verse. I wondered
where he learned such traditional, white establishment
music. He was an accomplished performer and must have
had a huge repertory. Fooled again by appearances.
His performance was charming , mildly sarcastic , and im
plied the multilevel absurdities of the circumstances
*Appendix , s
lide- 1
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of our lives. The whole group seemed to understand, and
emanated an air of casual , sophisticated awareness ; like
at that moment, every body was just going to get into
enjoying themselves anyway.
"
"I put my gear together to make a shot. I'm used
to being conspicuous , but this time I
didn'
t sense that
I was attracting any unusual attention. I framed him very
methodically so as to convey my intention not to steal.
Don't be obsequious if you are going to steal at least
be honest about it. That shot would tell me if I would
be allowed to continue shooting or not. A test shot like
this one is usually of something happening of mutual
interest to anyone around. It is much more acceptable
than first dissecting out more private elements of per
sons and groups shots like that arouse curious ity about
the photographer's motives. The lineup of dudes leaning
against the west wall was much more interesting. The
graffiti behind them read: 'kill cops, kill fascist
pigs, kill capitalist
whoremongers'
. But I left them
alone, working around the performer. The flash did its
thing, lighting up my frame, and a whole lot more as
usual. No reprisal. I'm acceptable, if not
accepted."
"Now to frame further away from him, and try to add
more of the 'scene'. Next, to photograph where it is
Shooting , contd .
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obvious he is out of the picture. I made several expo
sures, but with the greatest respect. I didn't want to
seem to overdo it. No attempt to photograph the line-up
against the wall don't push your luck. I could have
asked, or gotten familiar, but I only wanted candid
shots."
On August 4, 1979, I entered in my journal:
"Later, got stoned with Blue Nose Mike sitting on
his stoop (on Waverly Place, between 10th and Christopher
streets). He's been sleeping underneath it lately I
think his sister-in-law threw him out again. He claims
to have known Weegee. I believe him, he knows too much
not to have :
1) (Weegee) didn't drink, even though he
frequented bars.
2) Gentle person.
3) No one knew where he slept (he had a
small room in mid-Manhattan police
precinct) .
4) Worked out of trunk of old car; camera
equipment , typewriter , etc .
5) No eye contact. Mike said he admitted
this to him years ago in a conversation
where he asked Weegee how he got away
after photographing, without confron
tations .
6) Ability to shoot flash without reaction.
"
On this evening I had finished the
bulk of my shooting
and was hanging out with Mike on the stoop, drinking beer and
trying to forget the heat. Now and then I would jump up and
make a shot of passers-by. Most of the time people wouldn't
Shooting , contd .
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say anything, and often it was obvious that some were not even
aware that I had photographed them even though the strobe was
very blatant. Mike was amused and amazed at the same time.
He kept asking me how I did it. Finally, I told him that I
thought it was very important not to make eye contact before,
and especially after the shot was made. He got all excited,
"that's it, that's it"! Through his haze, he remembered asking
Weegee the same question years ago. He said he had watched
Weegee shoot people straight-on with flash and they would just
keep walking as if nothing happened. Mike was lucky to have
seen Weegee shoot in his casual moments. He had told Mike
about the hazard of eye contact .
When people did notice that I had made a shot which might
include them, I was always looking past them in a preoccupied
way. So, if I was asked whether I had photographed them, I
could say no I was just photographing this or that building,
tree or whatever. This became a very important technique in
my repetoire of methods for avoiding potential confrontations.
However effective the technique, it can't be depended
upon in every situation. So, you find you have to try other
devices to neutralize a hazardous encounter. One such device
was a leaflet I offered to the people I had
photographed.* It
explained my project and circumstances. I intended that it
act solely as a buffer, a diversion to disarm any oncoming
*Appendix , page -5 2
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anger. It usually worked. If someone remained angry it helped
knock the wind out of them, just enough so that I could walk
away without too much hassle. In the end, and most important,
however,
it'
s the ability to slip away from the hassle that
counts most. Too much talking and explaining can make matters
worse. If you can move on with no dialogue, it's best all
around. Just keep moving, that's the main thing. When you're
moving, you are usually not a good target. I never had a truly
dangerous confrontation .
Some situations had the appearances of being potentially
violent, but these were usually gestures or threats, and not
much more. You have to be able to sort them out, be alert,
not overreact, but hold your own. I estimate I made between
1500 and 200 0 exposures without getting into a physical con
frontation. No doubt luck also played a big part. But I
wouldn't repeat the experience to verify that.
EDITING
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I began the initial stages of editing when I returned
from my first shooting trip. I had decided, as far back as
when I had written my thesis proposal, that I would make at
least two shooting expeditions. By assessing the body of
work at the end of the first expedition, I could get infor
mation on how I was responding to the environment and its
dynamics. I would also find out if I needed to make any changes
in shooting.
Each of my board advisors was provided with contact sheets.
From our combined editing of these sheets, I produced approx
imately three hundred 8 x 10 workprints. I chose to make full
frame 8 x 10 workprints because they provided maximum reada
bility and convenience in sorting for the subsequent numerous
editing sessions. There was no interest at this point to edit
toward a final solution. We merely eliminated some of the
images which were photographically inferior , suspending final
aesthetic judgement until we could evaluate all the workprints
for the total project.
This preliminary editing process was extremely valuable.
It helped dispell many natural, but still unnerving doubts
and uncertainties. This sample from my journal, dated July
20, 1979, illustrated how supportive this preliminary process
could be:
"C.W. urged me not to worry about meeting thesis
proposal, i.e., rendering/shooting G.V. I was worried
that photos could be construed as outside G.V. He said
Editing , contd .
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go with what was strictly the best photography and not
be bothered about trying to convince as to proposal or
location. He said G.V. was not only in the work already,
extant, but would become even more apparent in the format/
continuum/interrelationship (s) of the exhibit. Cinematic
sensibility seemed to come into the analysis as C.W.
showed relationships between certain photographs (it took
me back to my experience in film making with him, as to
the editing); that the material worked, I was in the
material inextricably and that it is only a matter of
keeping honest with myself to have it emerge as mine,
revealing my experience of G.V. , my manner of rambling
and responding intuitively/reflexively with inimitable
vision. Not necessary to enforce my individuality. Not
to worry. Relax and do it. It's
good."
Another journal entry dated July 24th, deals with iden
tifying relationships , another experience I began to cultivate
during preliminary editing:
"C.W. sees abundance of very sound material. Divides
on three major levels : A) Strictly journalistic, simple
documentary, mundane. B) Purely artistic, highly inter
pretive, elegant and sound (often more abstract) ; reads
easily and holds interest. C) Journalistic/interpretive,
in between A and B, highly journalistic but enough inter
pretation/expression to behave as art. Also, distinguished
between busy/complex photographs with many elements, and
Editing , contd .
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simple less complex photographs with few elements. Should
not show disproportionate number of busy images as they
require too much attention and would cause viewer to lose
interest.
"
Finally, this undated journal entry corresponds to the early
evaluation stage and points out a very important editing prin
ciple :
"On seemingly not-so-good, or worthless photographs;
on the contact sheet , this material is important . As
visual and responsive experience it serves to get me from
one place to another. It has high meaning as vehicle;
sensibility transport.
"
I became conscious of the importance of reading the mean
ing of the frames between the selected images. These in-between
frames on the contact sheet often led me to the most signifi
cant images in a way which somehow paralleled the actual
shooting experience. This method of editing concentrates on
process, and ultimately can point out distinctive visual char
acteristics.
I returned to Rochester from my second shooting trip in
late August. The summer season, as I had described it in my
thesis proposal, was drawing to an end and I left feeling pretty
well spent in terms of the shooting. If I didn't have the
material I needed by this time I would be out of luck I knew
I was facing a tough calendar to turn out a finished exhibit
by November 3rd. I figured I had put in a total of twenty
Editing , contd .
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nights of actual shooting and had made around 1800 exposures.
I began processing the second body of film right away, pre
pared contact sheets as before, and got copies to my board for
rough editing so I could get on making workprints. Just as
before, approximately 3 00 selections came out of this editing
session. I relayed and coordinated my advisor's opinions.
Each time I would accumulate a batch of workprints, I would
circulate them to get preliminary feedback.
Toward the end of finishing off the second body of
work-
prints, on September 5, 1979, I recorded this sketch of one of
the remaining preliminary editing sessions :
"Charles Werberig meeting: Turned in balance of
workprints from first trip . Also , turned in large body
from second trip , yesterday . Discussed editing . Charles
felt that I would be in need of an editor due to the high
volume of material. But more importantly, he brought
out the idea that I was still not enough in touch with
the element of my work which was especially mine, the
best and most expressively individual. I have the ability
to sort out many of the best images, but I also stray
away from the work which is truly mine. I know he still
has concern that I can see this objectively and positively,
that it has no bearing on my creative ability. The notion
of not having exclusive control over all the processes
of my work, including editing, used to bother me. Now
I'm starting to outgrow it partly because I am beginning
Editing , contd .
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to understand that the best work I do is really mine.
It originates exclusively with me, along with the garbage
--so what's the problem. Recognizing your most effective
work, and forming relationships, is a critical and sep
arate talent. I'm continuing to get better at it but
think now that I would never feel embarrassed to benefit
from objective opinions and insights. Many photographers
are their own worst
enemies."
In this same session I admitted that I was including prints
which I suspected were weak, but didn't want to edit out too
much of my initial response to the contacts.
"....this was to give an indication of some of my spon
taneous impulses to add information about my editing skill,
etc . I added that this aspect was one reason I preferred
only my closest friends to view the bulk of the work
material .
"
On Sept. 7th, I entered notes from the last preliminary
editing session:
"Charles noted that the store front (cityscapes)
from the second trip was a new dimension in the work.
They were done very casually, and I hadn't attached much
significance to them. He noted that they were a lot
like landscapes I had done formerly with a Diana camera.
Loose and easy, but distinctive. I sensed differences
in the street life work beyond the first trip, but couldn't
figure it out yet. We both identified a long range of
Editing , contd .
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tonality peculiar to artificial light, agreeing that it
might become a consideration. Other peculiar properties
were special high luminescent things which lighted up,
(as street signs, eyes) . Opening lens for long distances
showed flat, even illumination, as opposed to close
con-
trasty conditions. D-max. vacant black backgrounds, with
white chisled burned figures in foreground.
"
There was much discussion about how we would proceed in
the more refined editing stage. We talked about several pos
sibilities which considered elimination by comparisons, re
lationships , establishing groups and categories , etc . Again,
my tendency to force a process , began to come out . I was
expecting a clear-cut solution and direction. I still hadn
'
t
learned that the nature of editing was more sophisticated and
that it could take on a great variety of attitudes, approaches
and techniques. One major concept which Charles understood,
and with which I gradually became more comfortable, was that
the course of the editing process could often determine itself
--the inherent nature of the material became the determining
factor. Consequently, we decided that the most sensible way
to start sorting out the bulk of the material was :
"....to begin editing process by selecting work which
is the best photography, per se. If enough volume remains,
than may make up show. If not, will shift to alternate
systems. Expect to begin editing (as team) the third
week in Sept. To get past first school week
confusion."
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For a few days I felt pretty much on top of things. The
more I began to sort through 600 workprints while familiarizing
myself for the first group editing session, however, the more
restless I became. On Sept. 10, 1979, I delivered the fol
lowing memo to each of my board advisors.
"Subject: Thesis (Calendar) . . .1: a system
for fixing the beginning, length,
and divisions and arranging
days
"This memo is to alert you to the mild-to-moderate anx
iety I am beginning to detect in myself regarding the
successful and timely materialization of my thesis dead
line. Which is November 3rd, 1979. As of this date
there remains only eight ( 8 ) weeks to edit , experiment ,
print, and hang the exhibit. Not withstanding all the
other unpredictable little obstructions which one should
wisely be prepared
for."
"Although your early quarter schedules are very rigorous
albeit distracting, I am proposing that we as a group
meet at the end of the first week of the quarter for
purpose of conferring on preliminary editing so that I
may immediately locate (a) direction to start printing,
if only
experimental."
"I will be contacting you early in the week to coordinate
first meeting and checking to see that you have had all
the material to look at prior to and so on and so
forth. .
Editing , contd .
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I was able to coordinate the first group meeting of the
board as early as September 13th. It's a good thing because
even I had no idea how consequential the time element really
was I would still be printing the night before hanging the
show. But then, I had no idea that we would end up with over
100 firm choices, and that 86 of these would be 16 x 20!
We all knew, going into the first group meeting, that prior
to any refined editing, the initial elimination process would
have to be a brutal one simply because we were dealing with
over 580 remaining workprints. And things weren't made any
easier by the fact that each of us liked the majority of the
work. Charles and Gunther had told me several times it wouldn't
be so easy--it wasn't for any of us.
Cutting back volume was first order business. This re
quired spreading all the workprints out so that none of them
could be obscured. A lot of surface space was necessary for
this technique and always hard to find. No flipping through
stacks anymore. Covering up images meant forgetting them,
and even though we were mainly concerned with subtracting the
lesser ones, a more subtle comparative process began to evolve.
The early eliminations were made by each of us marking
the workprints with a plus or minus in a designated place so
we could tell who thought what. Two out of three minuses,
or pluses, didn't always determine the final outcome of the
image. Many were put aside for reassessment depending on how
strongly one of the three of us felt. We didn't firmly reject
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all that many this first meeting, although I came out feeling
we were on the way, at least.
After we broke up I recorded some of our interaction :
"Sept. 13th: First group editing session today;
Charles, Gunther, and myself. Charles made reference
to some pitfalls in one of my colleague's recent show.
This person had preferred to back his work up with a lot
of psychological explanation, and had taken it so far as
to make the images depend on it. Charles felt that the
explanations were valid enough, but that they were of
low priority. That the images, as well as the experience
in making them, suffered from ignoring more relevant
issues , especially the photographs themselves . Ultimately ,
the photographs must stand in the photographer
'
s absence .
He wanted me to keep my head clear on this point as I
had earlier expressed apprehension over explaining my
own photographs. My exhibit must in addition to whatever
I think about it, stand on its
own."
"We discussed the differences between the more sur
face-action/event photos and the simpler , broader schema ,
which are more sublime but harder to explain. How the
more complex action/time, busy photos might function well
when the viewer is made to pause and examine detail.
This depends on how the photographs are made to interact.
Gunther cited reverse order of same concept. Later,
Charles structured some series and editorials. Gunther
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and Charles working in tune with each
other."
"Gunther felt the work didn't depend on craft, but
that it was well done. This was the spirit of the work,
it was key to it. He used,
'sleezy1
, to describe this
feeling the images conveyed to him.
* He discussed some
options on exhibit/gallery avant techniques to complement
the work and influence the audience. As, free floating
flats . As , obstructing audience to determine course of
viewing. As, critical placing of certain photographs,
i.e., relief from mind boggle speed syndrome. As, Old
Woman Peering Out Door Betwixt Madness**, positioned to
make it behave in that context. Good
humor."
"Charles mentioned that when the aesthetic is de
rived solely from the content, the busier ones are easier
to explain.
"
"Not at all ready to begin printing yet. Agreed to
meet following Tuesday, 9:30
A.M."
There wasn't a whole lot I could do during the days be
tween these final editing sessions, short of gnawing at the
bit and enjoying the bliss created by ignorance of what lay
ahead. Things were progressing about as fast as possible con
sidering the evolutionary
nature of our editing process. I
should add that these editing periods were deceptive. They
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us pretty well depleted at the end.
The three of us resumed editing on September 18th, the
date of my next journal entry.
"C.W., G.C., and myself edit in north light film
making studio. RIT sadly lacking suitable facilities
for our editing needs. Have had much trouble getting ade
quate space. Need space and privacy. Assembled makeshift
tables and used floor, laying down long strips of white
seamless paper to keep workprints clean. Established
reject box, uncertain box, and sequence
box."
We had changed our method of collaborating on rejects. Rather
than marking the workprints as before, one person would go
around and pull out a quantity of work. These were then handed
to the other two for their opinions . If there was disagreement,
prints would get returned to the table, or set aside, and the
process repeated by the next person, etc. Only one person at
a time would pull prints, while the other two looked and
occasionally winced a little . This procedure prevented the
confusion that could have occurred had everyone been doing the
same thing independent of one another. It permitted the con
centration and care of selection essential to this process by
avoiding distractions.
"More dialogue develops between us pertaining to
developmental aspects of the show; number of prints pro
jected, size, character of the exhibit. Charles and
Gunther definitely coordinating well, thank
God!"
(Gunther Cartwright came on my board as a replacement for a
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former advisor. We had no previous experience working to
gether. )
"Got down to approximately 15 0 workprints, not
counting the story material. Saw the end in sight.
Reiterated anxiety in completing show on time. Not their
concern . My problem .
"
"Met shortly with C.W. after session. He was pleased
with Gunther and his views/talents with the editing. Any
problems I imagined beforehand now dispelled. All going
well if C.W. must concede a print, no matter, too much
good material to draw from to make a difference. Mainly
for me not to worry. The editing process coming nicely.
Simply allow to (go through) , whatever the direction. Go
with the process , as would conclude successfully . The
nature of editing. Not to get anxious when images tabled,
rejected nothing has to be final, final,
final!"
I was always jumping to conclusions whenever we would reject
a print during the refined stages. It was difficult for me
to get into my head that no editing stage needs to be rigidly
conclusive, that work could always be brought back and included
again.
By the end of this session, there were still a lot of
prints to be eliminated, although there was a nice sense of
commonality beginning to appear in most of the remaining work.
Now, I was really beginning to feel confident that a cohesive
and exciting exhibit was in the making.
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"Sept. 19th, the end of the editing: Got 3030 con
ference room for once, at 1:00. Charles, as usual wants
to work fast.
"
I learned that editing quickly, not pondering too much, being
somewhat impulsive, gave an unimpeded kind of process which
usually seemed to serve up the most interesting and authentic
results.
"Charles pulls rejects and gives to us for approval .
Gunther returns a few. I pull a few and return a few
--one stays . The Little Guy* self portrait . Possible
end picture in the show. All the images on the table,
approximately 100, now begin to have an overall uniform
appearance, in terms of tonality, but especially a cer
tain poetry.
"
"I have trusted a whole lot in their editing skills,
but I have continually been reminded that I can change
a decision at any time. I almost always felt comfortable
with their edit-outs--especially when I was loose and
more lucid. I simply had to get a little cold blooded.
Couldn't keep everything. Eliminated good stuff, but
can't keep it
all."
I'm feeling a bit exotic now. It's like when during






dark, striking images of women. Gunther during that time
was attracted to the action, simultaneous events type
work. Now, we are at the simple/bold, in working contrast
with the complex. We waivered toward the bold but now
have a good blend, which came about very naturally.
Gunther displayed very good judgement in sequencing story
materialnot only story line , but geometry. I recorded
diagrams for
hanging."
"How to determine the size of prints: G.C. explained
very thoroughly that it can't be determined by anyone in
advance must try and see. My decision. We ultimately
agreed to make all but the sequences in 16 x 20. If
this succeeds as I continue to print, then ok. But may
have to make 11 x 14 if aesthetically, mechanically, or
otherwise dictated . Considered duplets , on same piece
of paper, 14 x 17? As, Male Nude Dancer*? G.C. suggests
possible use of free floating panels in show. Also men
tioned painting panels 18% gray. All agreed white back




I quickly gravitated to a pattern of beginning my dark
room activity around 6:00 P.M. each day, toning the prints
from the night before which had slept over in a holding bath.
While the prints were washing, I would set up for printing.
Then, it was time to put the prints on drying screens where
they would dry by the time I was ready to leave. I would ar
rive home anywhere between 2:00-6:00 A.M., usually beat, some
times exhilarated, sometimes greatly discouraged, but always
ready to crash in the kitchen and unwind. Time to reward myself
with cold beer and munchies, and stare at the work which I had
done the night before. This is the way my feelings usually
fluctuated: I liked the image (s) during printing became un
sure by the time I left the darkroom liked the prints again,
the next day while toning wasn't always sure hours later, when
removing from drying rack and going home. I often hesitated
when reviewing the prints in my kitchen, but wound up convinced
the work was ok; I rejected as inadequate only two out of
one-
hundred-nine finished prints during sequencing the exhibit .
Reassured that the work was as good or better than I had
thought all along, I would begin to reflect. It was very natu
ral under these circumstances to write about my work. These
writings centered around problems related to printing, but
were expecially preoccupied with the larger aesthetic consid
erations of photography. This was a very natural response
since I was in the culminating stages of my work, which called
up all the accumulated experience which had gone into it.
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By the time I made my first journal entry on printing,
I was already in over my head. Sept. 29th:
"Finished editing last Friday, 9/21/79. Believed
I would easily launch into the printing of the
work!"
Very naive. I had always considered myself a reasonably good
printer, but I was going to encounter printing problems which
were unanticipated. To make matters more difficult, I had
decided to use materials I knew very little about, and I was
going to print in a format (16 x 20) with which I also had
had little experience. I was already feeling pinched by the
time element; I had only 34 days left to produce eighty-four
16 x 20 prints, eleven 11 x 14, and a story sequence of
fourteen 8 x 10s. There wasn't much time for practice or ex
periment.
Rather than print in my familiar medium, polycontrast ,
I had chosen Agfa/Brovira 111, for its cold tone and rich
finish. I liked its white base and the deep blacks I could
get with selenium toning. I believed it was particularly suited
for my images which possessed large areas of night blackness,
and specular highlights I wanted these enhanced.
I immediately faced a local supply problem. I conser
vatively estimated a 5:1 ratio to come up with one exhibition
quality print. I had to go all over Rochester to find the
necessary quantity and contrast grades. Because of the over
all short supply of paper, and the exhibition deadline, I
couldn't risk buying as I printed. There was a two week
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minimum on ordering.
I estimated proportion of contrast grades required,
based on the thesis exhibit work of a friend. His exhibit,
Night Fever, was currently in the MFA gallery. The work was
shot exclusively with on-camera flash, and printed on the same
paper I chose. The photographer, Anthony Ward, had told me
that his contrast requirements were 70% #3, 30% #2, and a little
#4. Our negatives were reasonably close in density. Not
exactly a scientific approach, but I bought most of my total
paper supply based on these figures. To make a long story
short, his negatives must have been consistently one grade
higher in contrast than mine, which I later surmised had some
thing to do with the fact that his shooting took place indoors,
with much more reflected, as well as ambient light. I quickly
learned that grade #2 was useless for my work--only one print
in the exhibition was on it. The rest of the work came out
about one third #3, and two thirds #4. Sooner or later I would
be forced to search out more paper. Add to the supply problem,
the nerve racking fact that large quantities of my grade #3
paper was defective; some was blistered, and all of it was
a half grade low in contrast . Ultimately , the area distri
butor reclaimed it, and shipped my replacement from Boston.
I nearly had to cancel my exhibition date because of the de
lays, and the gallery was booked solid. Resume Sept. 29th
entry:
"Began printing Monday 24th. Decided to print all
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close-up work first. Started arbitrarily with Gay-79*.
Couldn't print it kept trying on #2. Anthony had told
me he got all his close-up stuff on a #2 grade. Went
back to study his exhibit which still hung in the gal
lery especially blacks and highlights; contrast, grain,
etc. Thought he bleached a lot, but he said later on
phone he didn
'
t . Continued for several nights wasting
time and money forcing work on #2, trying to convince
myself that these images looked
right."
"Oct. 1st: Painfully began to get the feel for the
work. Must go on #3 grade, and burn in blacks strongly.
Concept of apparent contrast becoming important. White
against black is no test of contrast. Must often create
apparent contrast, e.g., burn in, then bleach out details
in faces and other flesh tones. On-camera flash often
washes out
detail."
"At one point I thought I might have to go 11 x 14
to get back to workprint integrity. I was very unset
tled that the blowups weren't as tight as the workprints.
Thought I might have to reduce size of images from
18"
to 14". Showed C.W. some sample blowups. He had no
difficulty with them even when I compared the 8 x 10
workprints. I couldn't dissuade him, which helped me
see that I was possibly being a little too neurotic about
*Appendix, slide-5 .
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the relative differences. Charles said to simply try
to maintain the relative tones of the workprints. To
date, have finished only about 7 exhibition
prints."
It was here that I began to accept the change of aes
thetic 8 x 10 to 16 x 20, from 35mm negatives. I had to ad
just to the new look. The grain wasn't apparent. What
troubled me most, was getting used to the shift from warm tone
poly-F workprints, to cold tones. This shift was especially
dramatic in flesh tones . Subtle highlights in facial tones
tended to fade out in the blowups. The maximum contrast the
image would tolerate was necessary to hold them, and bleaching
was often important .
I had my hands full dealing with (normal) printing prob
lems. The following account was anything but normal to my
experience, and nearly cost me my gallery date.
"Oct. 4th: Printing has been extremely difficult
since I started ca. ten days ago. I have 24 finished
prints , but they are ? One day I made 5 , but for
the most part I have done well to get
2."
"Tonight I discovered, with the help of Nelson
Vigneault, that I have a voltage fluctuation problem.
It became impossible to compute exposures based on my
tests. Increments were inconsistent from one test to the
next. Prints based on tests were naturally as unpredict
able as the tests themselves . Performed several control
tests after replacing enlarger bulbs and verifying
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chemistry. Duplicated procedures exactly, several min
utes apart, and results which should have been identical
varied as much as 20%. What a revelation! The time and
money wasted. No point in attempting to print further
until I can correct the problem.
"
The pathetic thing was laboring under this problem all
along, not suspecting anything like it. Thinking back, I re
membered several photographers relate how they were almost re
duced to madness, victims of this disguised horror. I think
what ultimately forces you to suffer the problem is the first
experience of printing a sustained body of work which must be
uniform, piece for piece. Matching each print requires holding
much more critical tolerances. If you are printing singular
pieces, than slight voltage changes will not become apparent.
"Oct. 9th: Printing by-the-print , is much more forgiving
as one's taste may be satisfied more easily with no stand
ard to compare
by."
At worst, you will waste time and paper and never suspect why.
I had hoped to come up with a few finished prints prior to
encountering the problem, but it wasn't unusual to fill two
wastebaskets a night, and in 16 x 20 paper it looked like real
money in those trash containers. The print that finally had
me screaming was one which depended totally on achieving a
very precise tone in a very critical area of the image; the
white trousers on the lady in slide number 5 had to be per
fect to make the image energetic, and vivacious. I would
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struggle to get a test where I wanted it and the print would
shift about 5%. That was all it took to knock the life right
out of it. Five per cent doesn't seem significant until you
want it, and really need it, and can't get it! And if you
don't know the source of the problem, after eliminating every
thing else, you can get very nuts blaming yourself.
The school could offer no solution to the problem, only
its color enlargers are equipped with voltage regulators.
Fortunately, a student/colleague, Joe Solan, owned a large
rectifier and let me use it for the duration of my printing.
From then on, it was a pleasure to have to resolve only normal
problems, or ones which I chose to introduce.
The following journal entry mainly consisted of the en
suing dialogue with C.W. I had always thought of abstrac
tions as exclusive conditions, i.e., a piece of art appeared
either as an abstraction or it did not; that these abstractions
were usually deliberate , altered representations of realities
as , for example , Duchamp
'
s Nude Descending A Staircase. And ,
that they were distinct from visual or literal distortions,
as for example in certain surreal art. It never occurred to
me to perceive representational or figurative art in terms
of additional underlying elements, some which might also be
abstract. From notes, Oct. 8th:
"Important to speak to the abstract, as well as the
realistic properties of the image. The affect of the
night, and the flash, create abstract aspects not real
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to the scene. The limits of the medium create black
voids punctuated by maximum highlights (real, and unreal) ;
artificial light and reflected light. So while reality
is illuminated, it is also hidden. And, it is also
changed , abstracted .
"
"Other abstractions occur in the forms of the images,
irrespective of their intrinsic meaning . An arm, may
therefore become a shape , independent of its connection
or function. So, the photographs may be viewed as ab
stractions, separate from their reality.
"
"Real meaning, as real intention, can also be in
terpreted variously. As in the example of the Fat, Homely
Woman Sitting Next To News
Stand*
. Is she staring into
the black void in futile despondence and despair? Is
she as alienated from her surroundings, as she appears?
Or, is she simply tired? Or, is she just waiting for
someone? The moment of the flash doesn't tell
us."
"But that's good. Because we can ask all these
questions, because we don't have a simple answer, and
are entreated to continue to ask , and be engaged . The
images ask (incite) questions but don't bore us with
(obvious) answers. Photos with meaning (and meaningful)
answers are of a different
sort.."
I think back to the handout leaflet I used as a buffer
*Appendix, slide-6 .
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between me and my subject during confrontations. It osten
sibly referred to my motives/interests; gesture, surface
characteristics, the situational, choreography. Those moments,
and all they physically can be, are the center of my intrigue
--highly selective , but unembellished. An interesting entry ,
which is not unrelated to this thinking, appears in my notes
as late as Oct. 21st:
"If I had a more powerful strobe, and could light it
up like day, then it would be another day picture? The
darkness isolates
,
shrouds the figures , as Tennis
Anyone*
--with background, would be (theoretically anyway)
meaningless.
"** Even if not theoretical the image would
be distracted by the total environment. I wouldn't shoot
most of those pictures if I could have seen
(everything)."
Occasionally, in my early morning reflections, I would play
the devil
'
s advocate and conjure up antagonistic questions.
"Oct. 9th: How do I (we) know that this is Green
wich Village? It looks like a lot of other places I've
seen. It could be Chicago, Philadelphia, etc. Nothing
special to tell me it's
G.V."
"Reply: When you look at a National Geographic
magazine, at phb.tos of the Philippines, you might possibly
think it was Tahiti, or Bali. You have to rely on the
authority of the source. The credibility of the magazine,
*Appendix , slide-7 .
**Meaningless, i.e., a totally unrelated photograph
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and the photographer. If you are (in) , you would pick
up on the cues and recognize the location. The cues are
definitely in my work--they can't help but be. But, in
the end, you must rely on my credibility/knowledge/knowhow.
(This is G.V.) You accept it, and know it. I am not
concerned to give you a tourist guide of G.V. I am, rather,
elevating you to a knowledgeable, personal view very
credible, very convincing. If it were not informed, it
would not be convincing, and you would feel something
remiss. I convince you you take my word. You feel in
formed (by my experience). And if that's not enough, check
out the street signs , Schmuck !
"
"The reason that everything works out, (corners,
inner-figure elements, etc.), in the photographs, is that
the world is credible; it can't be misrepresented by an
honest guy ! My approach to the visual world is not con
cerned with interpretation--my experience/personality is
the interpretation; expression.
"
On Oct. 24th, I recorded some subjective reflections de
rived from pre thesis critique experience in independent study
and which translated in my thesis photographs.
"I'm in love with the Sexy Kicker*. Her face was
important to emphasize in printing. C.W. understands
the sex in me, my photography; the masculinity he calls it.
*Appendix, slide-8 .
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Al though it pertains more to a sense, or feeling, it is
also reflected in surface visual characteristics of the
photographs ; the boldness , the nonprecious , and the
like-
it-or-not properties."
The following excerpt from my journal sums up the overall
struggle I had with many kinds of problems throughout the print
ing phase. On several occassions, colleagues and teachers alike
would sincerely encourage me to alter, or shorten my efforts
when printing difficulties threatened my exhibition deadline.
Paper supply , mechanical problems , financial problems these
and more made it several times appear that I would have to put
off my exhibition.
"Oct. 15th: Some have said, 'Why be so fussy; not
necessary people only spend ca. five seconds in front of
each
photograph.'
Or, 'Why not hang fewer
pictures?'
In
the first place, one may stand only five seconds before
each photograph, but the sum effect of the whole exhibit
will be felt as to its total degree (level) of quality.
Some will leave, and possibly return again because of the
appeal which consistant, high level quality communicates.
Secondly not to hang less, because less less. This
exhibit is the culmination of a determined holistic expe
rience which would be tragically compromised if sold short.
It is not the end--but it is the end of an episode, which
can only explain the story fairly when done without com
promise.
"
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"
Asked "Why so much concern when no one will know
the difference?' See above. Also !E will know the dif
ference. And it is my show, my experience, and I have
to live with it.
"'Are you too perfectionistic?
'
Yes. But this char
acteristic, although much at work in my stubbornness is
somehow secondary. More at work, is the will not to under
cut this moment. If I had not invested (in the broadest
sense of the word) , so much in this effort, it would be
easy to settle for less. Very easy, and a hell of a lot
more comfortable. "Masochistic?
'
no. I 'm not enjoying
these obstacles. I try to welcome this resistance creative
ly, as a great opportunity to learn, and otherwise develop
as an artist and human being of discerning character. Is




The night before hanging the show was the thirty-ninth
consecutive night in the darkroom. I would have finished
several nights earlier but for completing an 8 x 10, fourteen
piece story line sequence. Also, five 16 x 20 prints having
two sequentially related images on each sheet, were saved for
last. All this work was eliminated during the sequencing of
the exhibition. Unfortunately, it wasn't until we attempted
hanging these pieces that we discovered that it was incompat
ible with the main body of work.
Hanging prints and sequencing them on the gallery walls
reminded me very much of our later editing sessions a very
refined extension of the editing process. C.W., G.C., and
myself were teamed up again. We tried to simulate the actual
hanging condition by spreading long sections of white seamless
paper on the floor directly beneath the wall panels. The
photographs were initially spread around at random, and it
didn't look like an easy job.
Charles broke the ice by sorting in one area of the gal
lery a large group of images related by their dark tonal mood.
He was just trying to get things moving. Gunther and I were
checked at first, trying to come to terms with a more encom
passing scheme. We weren't satisfied with this first grouping,
but it did give us something to play off of. Gunther disman
tled the layout and methodically went into other directions.
It was clear he had good momentum going so Charles and I stayed
in the background punctuating his sequencing, replacing certain
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images and creating visually compatible groupings. This thrust
carried through to the end. Several hours later it all came
together on the floor at least. Gunther was responsible for
my last journal entry which I made that same night.
"Nov. 2nd: After we finished sequencing, we were
standing around admiring the prints as it was the first
time any of us had seen them all together. Gunther paid
me an oblique compliment. He said that I wasn't standing
behind the perfect print. He enjoyed seeing if I would
be defensive. I knew his remark was positive and faked a
slight reaction to get him to explain. I remembered his
referring to the images as , sleezy, which implied an aban
donment of contrived preciousness , compatible with the
sensuous, rummaged atmosphere of the village night scenes.
Now, he explained I wasn't relying on contrived, control
led, highly refined craft. He said the prints were hand
some but that the images stood on their own. It made me
feel good like I had something extra.
"
Before laying out the prints in preparation for the se
quencing, our immediate concern was whether the gallery could
handle that much material. I couldn't recall an exhibit as
big, so we didn't have any reference. We were certain we would
need every inch of space, but also had to figure the most prac
tical, and yet aesthetic compromise for the space. A free
panel was moved to every possible position to determine the
most appropriate environmental design for the work . We finally
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positioned the panel next to the entrance to the gallery,
facing the lead-in stationary panels and forming a corridor
(also for hanging) which opened into the largest possible
floor plan.* An enticing vignette of the work could then be
seen from outside the entrance. Passing through, the whole
exhibit opened up in an unobstructed, expansive, and exciting
way. The images were big, and bold, and demanded this kind
of space.
Unfortunately, in most instances the arrangements we had
made on the floor that night would not physically translate
to the walls. The next morning I was very relieved to see four
of my colleague/friends waiting for me in the gallery, sipping
coffee and ready to begin work. Bernice had recruited the in
stallation crew, I never had the
time.** Careful not to change
the sequence of the prints , we recreated proximal relationships
suited to the wall surfaces. Happily, this group effort went
extraordinarily smoothly and enjoyably. Most significant, it
was a spontaneous, truly creative event. Everyone exchanged
ideas on making the pictures flow in an interrelated fashion.
The logic behind the pattern of flow was tastefully subordi
nated, allowing a free-form feeling of lyrical interplay.
My friends carried off most of the actual work by now
I was very flaky with exhaustion. Eight hours later, most of
the exhibit was up, but Charles Wax and I were hanging a few
*Appendix , page 53 .
**Page iii.
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of the last prints. We proudly viewed the completed exhibit,
and were on our way out the door for a couple of hours rest
before the 8:30 opening. Almost out the door, I noticed the
work was not lighted. Just getting the work up had become
such a primary concern that lighting it had escaped everyone's
attention. Neither of us had any experience in lighting. We
couldn
'
t find a ladder
,
so Charles being the taller had to
work standing on a table. He patiently withstood a lot of
pressure as I shouted directions for angles and groupings .
Bernice had set up refreshments and people were coming through
the door while we were still adjusting the final lights. I
took a sponge bath in my darkroom and came to my opening an
hour late.
The sequential flow of the photographs in the show was
fascinating to follow, but it was also possible to wander in
any direction and have the feeling of walking the streets of
Greenwich Village. The images danced, and rhymed, and played
by themselves and with each other. Finally, there was one big
exciting and magnificant feeling, a kind of symphonic, poetic
statement in photography of an exciting place in New York City.
I was so happy and thrilled with the exhibit that I wanted to
go back and look at it a lot, and relive it. I confess that
I felt a little conspicuous at times. Maybe I felt it was
unsophisticated to be seen admiring my own work too often, so
I didn't go back as much as I really wanted to. Maybe if I
ever exhibit a lot, I
'
11 get used to it. But I hope not.
THESIS SHARING -4
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My thesis sharing was on November 7, 1979. It was unfor
tunate that more students and faculty
couldn'
t attend, which
was due to the fact that I didn't get the schedule posted until
one day before. Many persons expressed their disappointment as
they had looked forward to it.
The sharing, however, proved very rewarding in spite of
a relatively small attendence . Most of the persons who arrived
were quite active in expressing their opinions and feelings
about the work. There was, in addition, a generous crisscross
of exchange between individuals which created a healthy forum
for controversy .
Our exchange was quite rich, interesting, and sometimes
intricate. I have decided to replace writing (about) it, with
a cassette tape which is attached to this report. The tape is
two hours in length and covers the session nearly to the end .
The recording brings out many interesting diminsions regarding
my thesis work which naturally are not available in the written
report. The tape also contains an objective kind of interest,
independent of my particular project, in relation to the dynam
ics of assessment and criticism.
The principal persons participating on the tape, are
RIT, MFA faculty: Charles Werberig, Gunther Cartwright, Charles
Arnold. Alfred Tech., Graphic Arts & Photography faculty:
Robert Keough. RIT, MFA students: Judy Hanlon, Howard Goodman,




Many of my (in conclusion) remarks are seeded throughout
the body of my text. 'In conclusion', I prefer to finish this
report with the following quotations of one of my favorite
poets, Theodore Roethke. Although he refers specifically to
poetry, his thinking is so large as to make it possible to
encompass all art media, and certainly in no uncertain terms,
photography. I intimately associate the analogies with my own
work.
"Rhythm: creates a pattern into which our mental faculties fall;
this cycle of expectancy calls for surprises. The poet, at least
the good poet, provides
them."2
"Movement; one of the hardest things a beginner (an honest
one) has to learn is how to sustain the energy of a poem:
in other words, the basic rhythm. He may have a variety of
fresh subject matter , slick imagery, sharp epithets , but if
he can't make the words move, he has nothing.
"3
!Those Catholic pictures always scared the living Jesus out of
me.
"4
2Theodore Roethke, Straw For The Fire. (Garden City, N.Y







Diana cheap plastic camera
G . C . Gunther Cartwright
G.V. Greenwich Village
N.Y.C. New York City
(ADDENDUM)
(....slide number 5....), p. 36, reference
Appendix, slide 5a) .
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JULY 25, 1979
CHARLES!
HERES I'VE HAD IT FOR THE MOMENT. GOOD LUCK!
SOME THIHGS ARE MORE OR LESS IN ORDER (SEQUENCE) YOU MIGHT FIND IT
USEFUL TO KEEP IT THAT WAY WHEN DIGGING: THROUGH, MAYBE NOT.
3RK
KFKXX
OFF - STREET THINGS DON'T COUNT.
WORK PRINTS DUPLICATED (AND CONTACTS) ATTEMPT FOR MORE CLARITY AT THE TIME;
KEPT IN ANY CASE.
CONTACTS: CAMERA ADVANCES IRREGULARLY; SOMETIMES OVERLAPPING
WILL BEACH YOU BEFORE JULY 30TH.
NEW PHONE: 271-0035





SORRY SO LONG IN (BETTING BACK TO YOU. FIRST, LET ME
THANK YOU FOR
MAILING MY NEGATIVES SO QUICKLY (AND CLEVERLY).
I INTENDED TO RETURN TO N.Y.C. BEFORE NOW BUT THINGS
HAVE CHANGED FROM
MY ORIGINAL PLANS. AS I WAS THERE THE LAST TRIP MUCH
LONGER THAN ANTI
CIPATED IT TURNED OUT THAT I GATHERED MUCH MORE MATERIAL THAN I H7<iD
HOPEB FOR. I HAVE JUT ST COMPLETED THIS BODY OF WORK RECENTLY AND HAVE
MADE SOMETHING LIKE 300 8 X 10 WORK PRINTS FROM IT. JUST YESTERDAY I
GAVE THIS WRK TO CHARLES WERBERIG, THE THESES BOARD CHAIRMAN, TO LOOK
OVER. HE AND I WILL MEET NE*~T MONDAY OR TUESDAY TO SHARE OUR FEELINGS
AND TRY TO UNDERSTAND SOME SORT OF DIRECTION TO TAKE IN SKA2XN&XUE CON
TINUING ON. I AM MOSTLY PLEASED WITH THIS WORK ALBEIT CONFUSED A BIT.
EXICTED HOWEVER. THE OTHER BOARD MEMBER, GUNTHER CART //RIGHT, MAY AS
WELL REVEIW THE WORK IMMEDIATELY AFTER CHARLES AND I SINCE HE IS ON THE
PREMISIS TEACHING THIS SUMMER. DUE TO THE VOLUME OF MATERIAL AND THE
FACT THAT I HAVE HAD TO TAKE A JOB TO CONTINUE THIS CRAZINESS
,
I MAY NOT
BE ABLE TO RETURN THERE TIL AUGUST 23. UNLESS I MAKE BLITZ TRIPS ON
WEEKENDS WHICH I'D RATHER NOT UNLESS NECESSARY. ANALYSIS Of>THE MATERIAL
Y
WILL LARGELY TELL.
I WILL MAIL THE WORK TO YOU NO LATER THAN SECOND WEEK IN AUGUST. I HAVE
MADE XEROX COPIES TO ACCOMPANY CONTACT SHEETS
FOR"
MARKING UP SO THAT NO
ONE WILL INFLUENCE THE OTHER IN INITIAL STAGES OF EDITING. OPINIONS WILL
*
COME TOGETHER LATER. OF COURSE MY WORK PAINTS REFLECT MY EDITING. BUT I
MIGHT INCLUDE MY CONTACT COPY(Sl ANY.,AY.
THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR PATIENCE AND GOOD HUAGUR-^^YOU *LL H.A.A F..OM ME SCON.
1)
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J ly 30, 1979
MARC K. PHONED AT 10:30 A.M. AT SCHOOL AND LEFT MESSAGE. I GOT MESSAGR
TO RETURN CALL AFTER FIRST D7iY ON JOB, 2:30 P.M. AND R TURNED CALL FROM
HOME. HE WANTED JO KNOW WHERE I'D BEEN ALL THIS TIM SINCE LAST IN N. 'Y.C.
HE EXPECTED ME BACK WITHIN A FEW DAYS TO RESUME SHOOTING. HE WAS VERY
EXICITED AND CONCERNED THAT I WAS HIGHLY RETARDING/COMPRISING MY WORK
BY NOT BEING ON THE STREETS EVERY NIGHT. HE COULDN'T BELIEVE I WAS HERE
IN ROCHESTER AND SAID I SHOULDN 'T BE IN THE DARKROOM AT ALL, TH.v T THE
WORK WOULD BE IN THE SHOOTING. I HAD ALL WINTER TO BE IN THE DARKR OM.
"THIS WORK WOULD NOT BE MA jE IN THE DARKROOM". HE HAD LOST MY PHONE
NUMBER AND HAD WANTED TO CALL ME FOR SOME TIME. GREENWICH VILLAGE HAS
(I asked-he renlied)
(atm" behavior change)
BEEN GOING CRAZY. WEATHER VERY HOT. HEE HADN'T SLEPT IN THREE NIGHTS.
A MOVIE WAS BEING MADE ON "HE STREETS ABOUT GAY LIFE FOR SOMC TIMS NOW.
A HURDER HAD TAKEN PLACE IN CONNECTION WITH THE MOVIE MAKING AND MADE
BIG IN THE NEWS. WHY WASN'T I AWARE? HE WOULD LOAN ME MONEY IF THAT
WAS MY PROBLEM AND I COULD IEPAY HIM LATER; ALSO I COULD SLEEP IN HIS LOFT.
I TOLD HIM I SEEDED MONEY TO DO MY PROJECT AND THEREFORE HAD T ;KEN A JOB.
(HE HAD ECEIVED A LETTER I SENT PREVIOUS FRIDAY EXPLAINING JOB AND PRO
POSAL TO RETURN 23-24 OF AUGUST WITH POSSIBLE WEEKEND BLITZ TRIPS. NOT
GOOD ENOUGH. I MUST BE THERE ALL THETIME. I TOLD HIM I WAS GLAD
HE WAS
EXCITED ANDTHAT I WOULD BE THERE THIS COMMING SATURDAY, THAT I WOULD LEAVE
FRIDAY P.M. AFTER WORK. HE SAID TO START SHOOTING AS SOON AS
I HIT TOWN.
WE WOULD TALE SAT. P.M. IN HIS SHOfc.
PHONED BERNICE VERY UPSET. SHE SAID BECAUSE HE WAS BECOMMING
AWZRE/IN-
VOLVED INTHE WORK. I SAID HE WAS RIGHT AFTERALL. THAT MY CLEVER
LITTLE
PACKAGE WAS MEDIUM COOL APPROACH. THAT MARC WAS THINKING ON A, .GREAT,
XXE SSALE (COMMITTMENT) EUGENE SMITH-. SHE CALLED BACK,
SAID SHE HAD A
PLAN &OULD t SCUSS



















WERBERIG PNONE CONVERSATION, ROCE. RE: MARC. K. PHONE CONVERSATION
SEE NOTES ON.
A) MARC'S SUGGESSTIONS VALID, A GOOD WAY TO WORK, BUT BEYOND THE
SCOPE/REQUIREMENTS OF A THEISIS.
B) THAT LEVEL OR ENDEAVOR BEST ACHEIVED ON LOCATION OVER LONG PF.AIOD
C) PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THESIS WOULD ACHEIVE MOA BBOAD (WORKING TYPE)
MTHODS. AS WHAT 1 ACCOMPL ISHED AS INDEPENDENT WORK LEADING UP 1)
T ESIS. I.E., MADE CONSBIOUS MY INTUITIVE POWERS SO THAT I COULD USE
IN A MORE AGGRESSIVE WAY; MORE DELIBRATE WAY. THESIS REFLECTS THIS
BROADER ACHEIVEMENT AND COULD EASILY BE ON ANY TOPIC, NOT JUST G.V.
D) CONSIDER AS STEVE KURTZ METHOD; NOT INTENSIVELY ON LOCATION DOR
WXTENDED PERIOD; ALS3 CHECK LIFE M&G. FEATURE DATA POSSIBILITY OF
AVERAGE ASSIGNMENT AS RELATIVELYSHORT. EVEN E. SMITH?
FINAL DECISION TO QUIT GRIFFIN AND SPEND ALL AUGUST WEEKENDS IN N.Y.C.
RESULT MkRC. K. FRENZY VALID.
-71- MEMO. !1EIv10 MEMO MEMO MEMO MEMO 
TO---------CHARLES WERBERIG GUNTHER , CARTWRIGHT, MARC KACZMAREK 
FROM-------ROY GREER 
DATE-------SEPT. 10 1979 , 
SUBJECT ... ---TEESIS (CALENDAR) ••• l: a system for fixing the beginning, 
length. anddivisions •••• and arranging 
days ••••••• 
T:IIS HEl'10 IS TO ALERT YOU TO THE MILD TO MODERATE STATS OF ANXIETY 
I AM BEGINNING TO DETECT IN t~SELF REGARDING THE SUCCESSFUL AND 
TIMELY MATERIALIZATION OF MY THESIS DEADLINE. ~1HICH IS NOVEMBER 3RD, 
1979.. AS OF THIS DATE THERE {(.t:i1AINS ONLY EIGHT (8) -iiEEKS ro EDIT, 
EXPERIMENT, PRINT, AND HANG Th E EXHIBIT. NOTWITHSTANDING ALL THE 
OTHER UNPREDICTABLE LITTLE OBSTRUCTIONS WHICH ONE SHOULD WISELY BE 
PREPARED FOR. 
ALTHOUGH YOUR EARLY QUARTER SCHEDULES ARE VERY RIGOROUS ALBEIT DIS-
TRACTING. I AM PROPOSING TH~\T ~vE AS A GROUP MEET AT THE END OF THE 
FIRST WEEK OF THE QUARTER FOR PURPOSE OF CONFERRING ON PRELIMINARY 
EDITING SO THAT I MAY IMMEDIATELY LOCATE (A) DIRECTION TO START 
PRINTING, IF ONLY EXPERIMENTAL. 
I ~vILL BE CONTACTING YOUS GUYS EARLY IN THE ~'lEEK TO COORDINATE FIRST 
MEETING MJD CHECKING TO SEE THAT YOU HAVE HAD ALL THE MATERIAL TO 
LOOK AT PRIOR TO-------AND SO ON AND SO FORTH. 
THANKS VERY MUCH FOR EVERYONE'S KIND ATTENTION THUS FAR AND I HOPE 




I NEVER RECEIVED THE CONTACT SHEETS FROM MY LAST N.Y.C. SHOOTING
TRIP, WITH YOUR ASSESSMENT. WE AGREED YOU WOULD MAIL THEM IM
MEDIATELY BEFORE DEPARTING FOR FRANCE. I LOST A WEEK WAITING,
AND ULTIMATELY REPRINTING. IT WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH EASIER AND
PROFITABLE FOR ME TO HAVE PROCESSED THE NEGATIVES AND MADE THE
CONTACTS- HERE IN ROCHESTER, BUT YOU BELIEVED I SHOULD STAY OVER
IN N.Y.C. AS "WE WOULD BOTH FEEL BETTER ABOUT IT". I MUST SAY
I FEEL VERY BAD ABOUT IT CONSIDERING THE ADDED TIME AND EXPENSE
PLUS THE FACT THAT WE WERE BURGLARIZED THE SAME DAY WE ARRIVED
HOME (IT WAS DETERMINED") , INCLUDING THE LOSS OF A GREAT DEAL OF
PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT, AN AWESOME COINCIDENCE BUT NO LESS BITTER
TO TAKE. I VIEW ALL THAT AS BEHIND ME, HOWEVER, AND HAVE RE
SUMED MY MOMENTUM, BACK ON THE TRACK AS IT WERE.
I'VE CHOSEN TO PRESUME THAT THERE IS REASON BEYOND YOUR CONTROL
WHICH HAS CREATED THIS WHOLE DILEMMA. POSSIBLY THE CONTACTS
WERE LOST IN THE MAIL. OR WORSE, SOMETHING HAS BEFALLEN YOU,
SOME MISFORTUNE WHICH HAS PREOCCUPIED YOU. I HOPE EVERYTHING
IS OK WITH YOU. I CONFESS MY THOUGHTS WHILE RECOVERING, WERE
MORE SELFISH, HOWEVER.
AS CIRCUMSTANCES HAVE IT, THERE WILL BE NO THIRD TRIP TO GATHER
MORE, OR DIFFERENT, MATERIAL. THE ATTACHED MEMO PARTIALLY EX
PLAINS THESE CIRCUMSTANCES ALTHOUGH I FIRMLY FEEL THAT THE SHOOTING
PART OF IT IS SATISFIED IN ANY CASE. I AM SENSITIVE TO YOUR
THIRD ROUND (MY WORDING) PRINCIPLE, BUT FEEL I WOULD BEST ACCOM
PLISH THIS EXPERIENCE THROUGH A SEPARATE STUDY WITH YOU. I VIEW
THE THESIS AS MORE IN THE REALM OF WHAT I HAVE ACCOMPLISHED TO
THIS POINT, MORE IN THE SPIRIT OF A RECITAL, NOT EXCLUSIVELY
EXPERIMENTAL. I DID, HOWEVER, TAKE MANY RISKS AND COVER MUCH UN
KNOWN TERRITORY, WHICH WAS VERY ADVENTURESOME AND EXPERIMENTAL.
HAS ALREADY BECOME MOST REVEALING AND I ANTICIPATE WILL CONTINUE
AS THINGS UNFOLD.
I LOOK FOREWARD TO YOUR REESTABLISHING OUR CONTACT SO THAT WE MAY
RESUME OUR WORK TOGETHER. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THIS HAPPENS VERY
SOON SO THAT I CAN SHARE YOUR INPUT WHICH MUST INCLUDE THE SECOND
BODY OF WORK. AND SHORTLY, WE MUST ALL CONFER TOGETHER, EVEN IF
BY SPEAKER-PHONE FOR THE FIRST COMBINED SESSION. PLEASE LET ME
KNOW YOUR INTENTIONS AS SOON AS YOU RECEIVE THIS LETTER SO THAT I




RE: CONTE IPORARY'MUSICI ANS/COMPOSERS KENNEDY CNTft. PBRFORMNG ARTS:
'.CONCERT
"NOT CONCERNED SO MUCH FQR AUDIENCE OPINION REACTION BUT VERY MUCH FOR
THE,
PERF^RMEtRS" '"FELT THAT WIDE. AUDIENCE OPINION WAS TRENDY, FICKLE,
SHOULD N6T %E DEPENDED ON OR , MADE 'CONCERN WHiLECOMPO&lNG. THAT
THE COMPOSER SHOULD COMPOSE FxR. HIMSELF
gXCHtJLlVELY"
;-OiHER COM OSERS^ FELT SOME
OBLIGATION^ FOR THE AUDIENCE USUALLY IN THE
SENSE iOF INVOLVING TTH^ AUD ENCE ASTOC- THE? COMPOS &fe ESPECIALLY
THAT THE ;AUDIENCE SmtJLD ENJOY, .
SEDUCED:''
TOLISTEN A"ND BE HELD BY THE EX
PERIENCE.







MIRROW OF I8TH CENTRRY PROGLEMS ETC,
MO^ZART (AiRT NOT AS MIR RQR 6F SOCIETY) MORE FRAGMENTARY, ^SEARCH TO [BEC








BOTTOM Line agreems ht/among MODERN COMPOSERS ISTO REACH LtS^illER.
NOT ISOLATiiED REMOTE EXPERIENCE FOR : THE COMPOSE . |v-;/





''a ', RiliJ C- W WriAi -
there, plus. my involvmbnt ,, presence. corroboration*
he ky:.. didnot choose, the ugly,. duld have? qptimissti c/kind/higher sp
not .'Enforcing a statment, all^inct pervading beauty to
'express'
itself
intrinsic expression but i will show you. ^wh at you; have seen ,\what you
have not seen, what you have seen and forgotteh, what. yqu barely missed
BUT SUSP SCTED/HOPED FOR. li'l,
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ABSOLUTE i4U3IC NE^DS NO TITLE
I.E. THE SLi^S-.Wo
THE HUNT
MY STORIES MIGHT BE VIEWED THIS '11\Y? NED CAPTIONS.
NOT ABSOLUTE PHOTOGRAPHY *** NEEDS EXPLANATIONS.
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GRGP EDIT 5ESSI N
THURS. SEPT., 20
Tin: t ROACH TO THE EXHIBIT ( DECISION ) MMNG PROCU3S:
AS TO PRINT SIZE
CANT
"
DETERMINE BY THIS ONE AND TH/iT ONE
MKSZ MIGHT PUT WORKPRINTS? UP ON Gn LERY WALL ( IMPOSSIBLE )
(rP.KE ALL PRINTS! 16 X 20 HOPING THEY WILL WRK MEC^NICiLY AND
AESTHETICALLY) IF -SOME DONT THEN PRINT SMALLER A3 NEEDED.
B) THE PJPER HASSLE!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^H
MONEY, AESTHETICS, AVAILABILTY, DELIVERY




DATE OCT. 15, 1979
SUBJECT GALLERY MATERIAL FO;
ELLIOTT! PRESUMING THAT ?IY EXHIBITION IS ON SCHEDULE AND ALL SYSTEMS
ARE GO, AS IT WERE. I AILL BE IN NEED OF THE FOLLC 7ING ITENS I/HICH
.1 UNDERSTAND WILL BE ON LOCATION IN THE M.F.A. GALLERY ON THE DATE
WHICH I AM SUPPOSED TO ILANG IT, NOVEMBER 3RD, 1979, EARLY A.M.:
Jil&tTy-FIVE (0) SHEETS 16 X 20 GLASS.
TEN (10) SHEETS 11 X 14 GLASS-
THIRTY-FIVE (35) SHEETS 8 X 10 GLASS .
TWO (2) SHEETS 20 X 24 GLASS.
And any items associated
with cleaning and hanging
w iich I hope Ron will take
cafe of and/or advise me to




Rochester Institute of Technology
College of Graphic Arts & Photography
School of Photographic Arts & Sciences
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
716-475-2715
April 29, 1980
Sub j ect Roy A. Greer
N.ew York, NY
SS# 523-52-2268
Dear Dr. Kraus ,
I am to inform you that the above M.F.A. candidate has:
1, Completed the required course -work as published
at the time of his admission .
2. Submitted
a:
satisfactory Thesis : "Greenich Village
Street Life In The Summer After Dark".
-3, Submitted- a satisfactory written Thesis Reportl, ..
which will be deposited in the Wallace M-emori-al
"
Librarry of this Institute.
-
-
Therefore* he is entitled -to he granted the degree Mastor .-. o_
^~
Fine Arts of the School of Photographic Arts and Sciences , and
to be awarded an appropriate diploma-as evidence of his
adcom-
plishment.
Dr. Richard D. Zakia
Coordinator
M%F.-A. Photography Program
RDZ/fjz
'Xi
>'
